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Good and Bad English:

How to Deal with Language Variation and Change in
Language Learning

Ikmi Nur OKavianti"
ikmi.oktavianti@pbi. uad.ac. id

Universitas Ahmad Dahlan

Abstract

Language practitioners often seem language phenomena as degeneration or decay.
This is something misleading and need to be taken seriously into consideration.
Purists and prescriptivists should see the phenomena not only from the normative
point of view but also from the science of language itself, which is still forgotten. This
article thus attempts to propose insights irom linguistics related to the term good and
bad language, with the focus on goocl and bad English. Is there any good and bad
languaEe? The answer to the question can only be given at best by elaborating the
iinguistics concept. This discussion is of benelrt for language learning of which it is

closely reiated.

Keywords: English, language variation, language change, language learning

A. Introduction

In this century, English has arrived at unbeatable position in terms of its wide use
among people in the world. Coming from British Isles, it is now spoken worldwide. Its
vitality as one of the most powerful living languages is of prominent to study. Yet, alike
many other languages, it undegoes changes in its phonological, lexical, syntactical, and
semantic level. Thus, when we read works of Chaucer from Middle Age, we nearly find
it possible to understand. Even when we read the later work of Shakespeare (more
modern than Chaucert), w*as the speakers and learners of Today's English-find
some obstacles here and there.

Change will not merely affect languages diachronically, but in a certain period of time,
we can observe changes as well. As of these days, English itself has many variants.
Generally, there are two biggest English varieties: British and American English,
although along urith the dispersal of English, now we have Australian English,
Singaporean English, Hongkong English, and many others belong to world Englishes
(Jenkins, 2009: 5-6). English as spoken in Britain, for example, is different from
English that is used in USA, though both are basically the same language (Rohdenburg
and Sch[iter, 2009: 1). The more interesting part is to know that even in a country, for
example USA, people have their own "English". In USA, there are some regional
English varieties; Eastern States, for example, has some distinct dialects such as its the
nofthen, middle, and south part (Finnegan and Rickford, 2004:43).
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People who concern 
lngre on language consider the variants of English today as thedegeneration of English languagi. 

-t"tost 
of them will blame ce-rtuin etnnicity orteenagers as the agent oF the-decay. Those English are incorrect and must becorrected to save 

!f9.lanouage. According to Meshtrie (2009: 13), language eoucationpractitioners uphold that changes in language occur to lhe detriment 6r t6" language,
and are a result of laziness, sloppiness anO J lack of attention to logical thi;kin;.

Seeing the phenomena, it is then very urge to discuss more on those variants from theperspective of linguistics. As the science of language, linguistics is capable of giving
an-other insight for language learning that the pr6..ir of leirning a tanguage will be ofeffective.

B' what is good and bad ranguage?: when prescriptivism arises

These good and bad terms result from laymen's juclgement on the phenomena oflanguage. when they find some forms of English *r,i.r,"uiu not appropriate to the kindof grammar they learned at school, they &tl it as bal inglish. when there was aconstruction such as'such a thing is very darnaging', P. Marsh stated that it is an act of"vulgarism of the phrase in our niidst,, rin BaJsjrr unJ cuutu, 2005: 3i7j. otherlinguistic changes at that time were seen as the distraction to language; every singlechange in language is a corruption.

The act of purifying the language is nct a breakthough; it had happened in the igthcentury when the act of purification reached its peak losition (nitci-rison, 200+; gaugh
and Cabie, 2005: 317). lonathan Swift, the authcr oi euiliver's Travelso was the oneagainst every single^aspect of changes in ianguage. ne trought of ihe lclea thatlanguage should be fixei forever, frizen in um6, u"na p.tu.ted from the rarraqes offashion and sociat trends. Tg him and peopte in tine *iil, nir,lu;il;g;"d;rgl *u,always perceived as.a negative thing. ruire'swit, ur" *n fino ihe r-urno u*fi*siion ordecline in Sarnuel lohnson's dictionary staieci thal "Tongues, like gor"rn*"ltf 6uve anaturai tendency to degeneration,,(Aitchison, 2004: B).

Purists insisted that we all must strive to maintain the language to its golden years
where all is correct. Tlr"y thought of a certain period wnen engrish is at its best status.However, as written by Aitchison, the language of chaucer,i or shakeiplui"G tir"was no better or no worse than that of Engfish today. The main point is they aredifferent (2004). As many aspects of life chaige, we cannot expect language remainthe same.

Along with the development of. language science, the focus of language study shiftedto describe languages, rather than to iuage ilrem. n oes.iiptiu" afpro"acrL attempts tostudy and characterize .the languagd or. specific grorp, ;r p"bbr" in u iinge orsituations, without bringing any preconceived notiois of correctness or favoring thelanguage of a society as ibetteri than those 91 ourerr OUil;i ur.,')dosii rzl.Neveftheless, prescriptive grammar exists until today. tt ii signincant to teach thestandardized language (grammar) at formal institution br icrroor.

c' Insights from ringuistics: Language variation and change

Language phenomena is best described under the field of linguistics. As linguistics is adescriptive science, thgr.eforer.it might give diffeieri persp"fuives on the phenomenaof good and bad English, related to taiguage learning. nr itutuo that language willinevitably change, the possibility of change alio trigger;rurLtion or a tangui;". "-
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1. What is language variation?

Due to its function as a means of communication, language is used among people to
interact and getting closer to each other. Fulfiling its function, no wonder if language is
able to vary-or adapt to its use. This variation is demonstrated by linguistic
differences in the level of sound or structure. Sociolinguistically, language variation
involves geographical and social variation or known as dialect. Dialect refers to
varieties which are grammaticaly and phonologically different from other varieties
(Chambers and Trudgill, 2004: 5). Meanwhile, diachronically, language varies from
time to time.

Sociolinguists have shown that variation and change in language go hand in hand.
Changes within a speech community are preceded by linguistic variation. Language
variation can occur as a result of regional, social and stylistic differentiation. On the
other hand, if a change occurs in one speech community only, while in another
community there is nc change, thus such change is the cause of varlation between the
two communities (Meshtrie et al., 2009: 110).

2. English Varieties

The division of English varieties basically can be stated in two concepts: standard and
non-standard English (lhomas in Graddol et al., 1996). The standard version is the
English language that is taught and learned worlwide at schools or courses. Since it is
the standarci form, its use is focused on formal occasions, including acaCemic things.
The standard English is the same whether it is in Britain or in USA, wheiher iL is taught
in indonesia or in Nigeria. Open the gr-ammar books fi'om your English teacher and you
will find the example of the standard English.

The latter concept is non-standard English which refers to all other varieties than the
standard one (Thomas in Graddol et al., 1995). These non-standard varieties may be
classified based on geographical aspect. Known as the biggest English varieties, ure
have British and American English. The linguistic differences are seen from the lexical
choice they have. In British English, one will speak of biscuit, while in American
English, it is cookie. British English has dustbin, whereas American English has garbage
can. If people in Britain listen to newsreader to get news, American people listen to
newscaster.

Interestingly, although it is in the same reglon, English language might also vary. For
instance, English which spoken in Tyneside is different from English spoken in Ireland,
even though both are located in Great Britain. Let's see the following example (taken
from Graddol et al., 1996).

Tyneside English Irish Englishs

Base Past Past
pafticiple

Base Past Past
pafticiple

Sing Sang Sang Sing Sung sung

Come Come Came Come Come Come

Table 1 Tyneside English and Irish English
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Based on the example, it can be analyzed that Tyneside English and Irish English are
different to each other, while both are also different from standard English.

Talking about varieties, it is apart from correct or incorrect from. It is because the
languages spoken in each society serve as a means of delivering message in the basis
of daily interaction. As long as it is able to meet the need of the speakers, it will still
alive. Still, when the speaker meets a president or deliver speech in formal occasion,
he will use the standard form. Here, it is obvious that the function of standardizing a

variant of language is to be able to communicate through different regions, societies,
and ethnicities; it enables the speaker of a language to talk to others speaking the
same language but live in distance which might have "different" English.

3. S/hy does Engllsh language vary?

It is getting more interesting then to find out that there are many variations in non-
standard English. The phenomena of language is as complex as phenomena of living
organism. Regarding the phenomena of English varieties worldwide, it is prominent to
figure out the background. First, English varies because language is subject to change"
This nature enables differences among languages and within a language. The basically
same language, let's say Jog/o-Semar Javanese and Suroboyo Javanese, might have
scme distinct features as the proof of language variation. However, the speakers of the
languages have high mutual intelligibiiity due to the high simiiarity which cause them
categorized as a single language. These variants of Javanese can be ca!led as dialect;
so Joglo-Semar Javanese and Suroboyoan Jarranese are the dialects of Javanese
language. There is absolutely a single variant which occupy the standard form of the
language: the standard Javanese that makes all lavanese peopie from all pats of Java
can speak effectively to oihers.

Second, language varies because it is widely spoken among various societies. Different
societies have discrete way of thinking, environment, costums v,rhich affect the
language and the language use. If it is spoken in a homogenous society-which is

almost irnpossible-in an idealized speaker-hearer condition, variation is nearly
implausible. Language also changes because of contacts among speakers in their own
society or other societies. There will be no two individuals speak identically since there
are variations based on the speaker's age, gender, ethnicity, social and educational
background. Through these interactions with different speakers, we find new words,
terms, expression, and pronunciation and integrates them into our speech.

Moreover differences can also be seen through different generation (Krug et al., 2013:
1). You might identify a number of differences between the language you use and the
way your grandparents speak. Every successive generation makes its own small
contribution to language change and when sufficient time has elapsed the impact of
these changes becomes more obvious.

4. English is not a pure language

Even though some purists tried to "purify" English language, it will remain changing
and evolving, They must realize one fact: English itself is not a pure language. It is as
a result of many contacts from many languages. Old English, the oldest version of
English, was basically part of West-Germanic languages which having contact with
some other languages such as Celtic, Latin, French, and Skandinavian (Payne, 2011).
Even today there are oodless of words borrowed from other languages (Baugh and
Cable, 2005). As Crowley (1992: 31) stated, if English language purists insistto purify
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English language, they have to realize that basically English is one of the most unreal

language in the world.

D. Dealing with language variation and change in language learning

In language learning, knowing--or even understanding-the very nature of language

varia66n and change is of important. To elaborate insights from linguistics regarding

the phenomena of variation and change toward language learning, it is easier to focus

on some prominent highlights.

1. No good or bad language

We have to bear in mind that there is no such good or bad language. One cannot

judge that one "language" is better than another, Athough sociolinguistically each

iunlruge will have its slatus, yet it has nothing to do with good or bad labelling.

Ceieraity linguists see languages as equally complex and fascinating. The complexity

lays either on tt',e structure or the use of language. Because it is used, thus it wiil vary

depending on the location, time, and users'motivation of using the language. If there

are different forms of a language, they are not necessarily better or vJorse; once again

they are just different.

2. Language is used based on context

Since language is used to communicate, communication factors hold important part of

using thJlanguage. The speaker needs to consider"Where amI?", "vsith wlrom do I

comrnunicatei", ;in rnhat occasion?" (Meyerhoff, 2006: 117), The ansurers to those

question determine "\ryhat kind of form"of a language that he is going to use' In short,

we speak the same thing in different ways to different people. We have what so called

language choice: u.rhich code (language) a speaker is going to use in certain domain

anA willr particular person (Meyerhoff, 2006). Here is an exampie of language choice

of university studenls in Honolulu, Hawai'I (taken from Meyerhoff, 2006)'

Do I know thal my

addresseF speaks Pidgin?

Spoak English

27
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3. Language teachers and language practitioners must possess sufficient linguistics
knowledge

Language teachers and practitioners are the ones who teach or analyze language.
De_1ling with language, it is better for them to comprehend linguisti&. Oy 

-naving

sufficient linguistics knowledge, teachers understand that learning J(foreign) language
starts from the standardized form. The non-standard form can be learned ihOiviiuaity
and independently or along with the standard one. If the learners master the standard
language in advance, it is easier for them to learn the variants of the language. By
having good linguistics knowledge, teacher will not easily judge a variant of Jlan-guage
as better or worse version; they are just different.

E. Conclusion

To sum up, notice that what is seen as good or bad language is actually variations of
language. This variation can be associated with age, gender, ethnicity, social,
educational background, and geographical reasons. seeing this phenomena, as a
language-teacher, practitioner or learner, we have to grow positive attitude, regarding
changes (variations) as the nature of language. fnis Gtief is upheld by linguists-in thG
century. Because change is inevitable, it is our task then to introduce to others that
what we need is actually a good understanding on linguistics, However, normative
point of 'tiew is still needed in formal teaching in terms of ltandard language mastery.
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